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Autumn’s Call  48” x 72”

“To be thankful is the highest form of thought and that gratitude is happiness doubled by wonder.  
Thanklessness, then, must be the lowest form of thought, and ingratitude  

is discontentment, bankrupted of wonder.”

— G. K. Chesterton
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“Tis mystery to me
How in delicate degree

His ink on paper rendering
Makes pleasant the remembering

What others surely miss
When passing same the scene.”

— Elwood (Woody) Sparrow

“I believe in Christianity as I believe that the sun has risen. 
Not only because I see it, but because I see everything by it.”

— C.S. Lewis
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Introduction

Welcome to my studio!

Working through a painting is physically, mentally, and emotionally 
demanding and for me a spiritual act. It is not a trite plaything, but 
involves intense involvement on many levels. This is why my wife 
warns me by ringing a little bell before entering the studio. I am off in 
a far country, wandering multiple paths and any sudden interruption 
can result in a tailspin of PTSD over-reaction. The bell helps me come 
back to a single point. The actual act of putting paint to canvas is 
almost subconscious as simultaneously disparate thoughts and 
techniques dance their many forms through my brush. 

My desire here is to take you on several of those ethereal pathways.  
I look at this as the two of us sitting together, having a cup of coffee  
or glass of wine while I paint and me letting you in on some of my  
soul thoughts.

I am a follower of who C.S. Lewis describes as Aslan or the Word, one 
who was and yet still is…

I am a wanderer…

I am a broken struggler…

I am in process…

I am a fighter – I’ve chosen hope, when despair attempted complete 
desolation…

I am thoughtful – pushing back against the obnoxious simplistic…

I am an artist who observes and portrays beauty, both darkness  
and light…

I am a poet – a lover of all the senses, who gains freedom in savouring 
them well…

I am called to shed light – and there is light!

Soli Deo Gloria (SDG) is Latin for ‘Glory to God alone.’ It has been 
used by artists such as Johann Sebastian Bach and George Frideric 
Handel, signifying the work was produced as an act of praising God. 
I’ve had many who’ve asked what the letters SDG mean when placed 
near my signature. For me, each painting is a small human attempt at 
reflecting light and expressing gratitude back to the light giver.

My hope is that as you dip into this overview, that some of my ‘I ams’ 
will push through the rim of life’s mist with the gleam of atmospheric 
light. Maybe it will encourage some struggler in the darkest depths to 
persevere while seeking help. For others, it will at least give some 
insight into my purposes of ‘making aware.’

My late poet friend, Elwood ‘Woody’ Sparrow penned these words of 
me after one of our regular forays into nature’s bounds.

“Tis mystery to me

How in delicate degree

His ink on paper rendering

Makes pleasant the remembering

What others surely miss

When passing same the scene.”

                         – Elwood (Woody) Sparrow

This book is a compilation of some anecdotal life recollections – psalms, if 
you will. They will be short essays and/or poems found on the facing 
pages from the paintings. These texts may not correlate directly to the 
paintings, but rather to the broader themes of the three metaphors for life 
that I live and paint in, including atmospheric light, trees and water in 
various forms.

“The purpose of the artist is to make aware.”
— Eric Sloane

New Beginnings   30” X 40” 
After the Leaves Fall...A Study   3.25” X 9”
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Shut Down to Darkness

It had begun… 

The long rain… 

The drowning of a child’s soul – my soul!

My parents made the choice to train for vocational ministry. We arrived 
at that place when I was three years of age and left just before my 14th 
birthday. From the time of our arrival and for the next 11 years my 
parents relinquished their parental responsibilities to a proverbial 
institutional state. I became for all practical purposes a ward, which 
turned out to feel like a high-walled enclosure that was authoritarian and 
controlling. Under the dark cover of legalistic propriety there was a 
parallel universe where I experienced abuse physically, sexually, 
emotionally and spiritually. Not everyone who lived there had the 
same experience, but this is my story.

I was taught incessantly from kindergarten, worm theology, that my 
rightful place was to be stepped on and squashed like a bug. Under 
this oppressive, repressive, environment I was informed that indeed 
there was a God who loved me and cared for me.

A dyslexic child with an artistic bent, math was far from my strong suit. 
Grade 2 erupted volcanic as I attempted to please my teacher and do 
my best. This was not to be, as every simple arithmetic computation 
was a massive blur of hieroglyphic confusion. It was innocence that 
had arrived in Grade 2 bliss. My right brain lobe, however, swept 
imagination high, passing osmosis-like through lath and plaster walls 
upwards where cumulous castles floated far off and wide. Dancing 
visual beauty consumed me instead of the proposed structured 
equations of apparent righteousness. My artistic bent held sway from 
earliest days!

My left brain, well, in full-out free fall smashed hard against structured 
expectations and met the wrath of God himself – or so I was told! 

All my mistakes were seen to be purposeful acts of defiance against this 
teacher personally, the institution and of course God, who apparently 
directed the place. She would regularly insist that I stand up in front of the 
class and confess my ‘sin of disobedience and defiance’ for not doing 
the math correctly. She then would insist that every night after school I 
was seen isolated as the infidel and kept back to write on the blackboard 
100 times my peccadilloes, then leave these until the next morning in an 
attempt to shame me into compliance. This went on and on, day after 
day, month after month.

Please excuse me, but my metaphors will often be mixed just as I’m 
prone to blending and folding in two primary colours, then moving from 
warm to cool, dark to light. It is there I arrive at the more nuanced, 
subtle, neutral values and yes, more sophisticated colours. There is 
constant flashing fluidity in those ongoing decisions as is the reality in my 
ADHD pre-dispositional wiring. Nothing is neatly contained in a pretty, 
sweet little paint box mind behind my quiet demeanour. No, just behind 
this introvert lies a wildness too long corralled!

It is in the intertwining of both painted words and images that I will 
endeavour to show that my life has been an attempt of a personal quest 
toward gratitude through endurance. It savours both the rain and 
sunshine. It is in this, the richness of life, that light seeps through. It 
touches deep personal struggle, spiritual hope and genuine authenticity. 

My purpose statement for this, the last quarter of my life, describes my 
desire to be an agent of Awakening Awareness, Encouraging Endurance 
and Blessing Beauty with Wild Creativity.

Hopefully this volume achieves some of that goal.

My story painted below, slashes the canvas of struggle. It is why I see 
storm clouds and why depression has dogged my reality. It is through 
decades of this depression that later, when light finally came, there is 
emergent healing leading to forgiveness. But for that previous 60-year 
span I became and remained ice numb. Now that I have grieved 
intensely all that was lost, the cascading rapids are becoming a little 
more settled.

My hope is to spend more time in the space that resides between the 
rain and the sunshine. It is in the transition that I find nuance, and am not 
tempted toward the strident found in black and white with simplistic 
answers to profound questions, and so, here, is my initial story. A Thundering Peace   64” X 39” 

Fall Sunrise   16” X 20” 
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Finally in exasperation this Grade 2 ‘teacher’ had enough of my 
‘intransigence’ and let me know that the hour of judgement had 
finally come!

She called for full-fledged intervention! 

This little fledgling was ceremoniously shamed, marched out in front of 
his classmates to visit the second storey of the other school building next 
door. The room was long and narrow, like a shoebox laying on its side 
with 20-foot ceilings and a small window high at one end. It was dark 
and menacing.

They closed ranks – giant trolls, deep in scowls snarl, surrounding 
cowering innocence claustrophobic tight. Cult-like chanting in inquisitional 
unison they spit their ‘spiritual’ venom on this trembling six-year-old. Their 
visages are burned deep into my memory. There were nine. Eight 
‘teachers’ and a principal surrounding young flesh spewing hate and lies. 
Cringing in recoil and trembling white, I wept while they mocked. There 
was no escape. Trapped in tight corral, I was painted the despicable little 
worm. My greatest sin, defiance! They pressed tighter in tall concentric 
crush, one by one insisting recantation of my crying innocence. 

Screaming vitriol they intoned, ‘no, you have pushed this teacher far too far 
– extreme demands extreme! Repent to us each in order and repent to your 
creator God. Now! – you must repent! You will be punished today by us 
yes, but He waits and will punish you down the line to be sure. Just you 
wait! God doesn’t take kindly to prideful defiance. You are his little worm 
slave and He demands compliance!’ 

This bullying gang of ‘teacher’ thugs had all the time in the world as 
they waited, pushing me from one side to the other, forcing me to 
confess – then…

Strip down your pants boy, the male principal commanded! 

This leering tight circle of mostly female ‘old maid’ teachers who insisted 
on being covered head to toe with ‘Christian propriety’ and, who 
purportedly brought as their foundational mandate, God’s love, took a 15 
inch long black and red leather razor strap and lashed nakedness blue 
black. When deed was done, they insisted I apologize again to each of 
them in turn, and that I pray the prayer again, to let heaven and earth 
know the insidious nature of my sin that was worthy of this crisis 
intervention. They then reminded me that my ‘loving heavenly Father’ would 
be watching carefully to see if my transgressions were to continue – and 
continue they did as math eluded my right-slanted brain as I daydreamed 
for the next five years between their ongoing variant abusive ‘discipline’ as 
they insisted the only way to resolve this situation was to break the will of 
this young wild heart. 

At the end of the five years they succeeded as I cracked and broke! It 
began as I moved into uncontrolled hysteria, swinging between laughing 
and crying fits, back and forth hour after hour rolling on the floor. My 
muscles went into uncontrolled spasms of twitching and my head shook 
and jerked uncontrolled.

Finally, my preoccupied ‘ministry focused’ parents decided that just 
possibly their son needed some outside consideration and took me to 
a doctor 80 miles away. It was decided after one brief visit that I 
should be put to bed for the next two years and so, alone in upstairs 
isolation, I shut down completely! Drowning, curled in fetal form I often 
slept 22 of each of the 24 hours daily in dark escape.

Tendrils deep grasped my ankles, entwining and entombing me in 
suffocation’s blackness. I struggled to come to the surface but anchors 
cemented me into the blue black waters of coma-edged reality. A 
distant pinprick light mocked its relief from high above. Disembodied 
voices came, but mostly went. Gasping for the air of life I thrashed to 
find surface’s breath that would give relief. Clawing my way out of the 
coma-like black semiconscious depths to take short respites for food 
and water, only to be more-or-less ignored and slip back again into 
canyons deep recesses. I was alone, adrift in and below the high 
seas of an ongoing death grip and no one was searching for the 
person overboard.

And so my conundrum and anger began. Abandoned by indifferent 
parents and never knowing what it was to receive a mother’s tender 
reassurance along with ‘institutional Christianity’ which modelled a 
different message than they verbalized, confusion reigned! Eventually 
a man body emerged, tied up tightly, stored high in the attic’s soul 
where it remained numbed frozen, hidden in darkness.

Many things in the broader scope of Christianity have been done 
in His name, both despicable and devastating, but also much that 

is representative of His character of love, grace, and His vast 
creative nature.

My personal quest is to shift the paradigm in this ‘my little tide pool’ by 
presenting beauty, hope and truth. I wish to point, not to the past and 
rehearse ad nauseum harsh cruel rhetoric done in His name but rather 
redirect my focus to Him as my good shepherd, the master of all artists 
who came seeking me very specifically far out on a dangerous cliff side, 
a very lost sheep, to begin to restore me.

Northern Winds, Superior   24” X 72” 

Fields of Gold   48” X 72” 
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My Journey as an Artist

It all began long before my birth on the western shores of Scotland. 
My great-grandfather, infused with long given artistic genes, put paint 
to canvas. His place of artistic endeavour was in the southern glades 
of Scotland where he owned and operated a gallery in the town of 
Girvan. Off in the distance, the granite half circle island Ailsa Craig 
rises 10 miles to the west. It is here my Scottish roots began with the 
Douglas and McJarrow family trees. The other side of my genetic 

predisposition to northern wild landscapes comes from across the 
channel in Ireland on one side and my more romanticized view of 
things, France, via the Acadians on the other.

My father was a painter also. Often Sunday afternoons were his retreat 
from his chosen world and I would peek, close at hand while he 
focused intently on his paintings. The raw smell of turpentine and oils 
triggered my young mind and opened my heart to what might be 
found beyond that door of expression.

During these early years, the high skies and grand landscapes of 
western Canada burned into my soul. I would wander alone across 
miles of prairie, wonderstruck by the vast dome of blue where one 
could see multiple distant thunderstorms move like actors across a  
vast stage. We made an annual trip back to Vancouver. The mountain 
mists weaving between giant Douglas Firs, rolling up from valley  
floors stirred my melancholic soul. In later years I found their Scottish 
connection. These influences lead me now back to my canvas over 
and over. 

When I was 14 we left that place. We arrived in Toronto, I having 
been secluded for the two years prior. I ended up in a large secular 
high school without a floor under my feet. An art teacher after seeing 
some of my early drawings recommended that I go to the Guidance 
Department, as he knew of a few specialized art schools that were in 
the Toronto area. It was a life-saving meeting as I ended up being 
transferred immediately to one of them. We were given 30 periods of 
art per week with up to five art teachers per day. All the courses were 
geared to have us end up making art a career choice. It was like art 
college in high school. I’ll always be grateful. I furthered my art 
education after and then began a career in art that has stretched five 
decades. My first gallery representation began at 17 and has been 
part of my journey until now.

I ended up owning and running a small virtual ad agency, where I 
created and then art directed freelancers to produce the final work. It 
lasted 25 productive years. Simultaneously each night and weekend I 
pursued my craft of painting and showing my work. Recently my wife 
and I closed that business and moved to Prince Edward County where 
we now live, paint and have a small gallery, while continuing to have 
other galleries represent my work.

Grandfather’s Scottish Landscape Painting Father’s Scottish Castle Painting

My Studio

My Gallery
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On Music Gifts: Cohesion’s Golden Glaze!
Auditory symphonic landscapes intersected my age-nine life when a 

small blue cardboard turntable box with sound quality to match, 
arrived at our rural prairie Alberta dwelling. 

Undulating rotating grooves of warping vinyl platters black 
Circular pre-digital vibrations, brought thinly to life 
Beethoven, Tchaikovsky and Stravinsky’s Spring Rite.

Harmonic wonder, melodies sown 
Strains of Scherzo’s scented significance 
Counter melodies wafted, inhaled.

Prairie skies, trumpets’ towering crescendo 
Viola’s vast grasslands shimmer Pacific green 
Woodwinds to percussions crash, a wandering brook to waterfall 
Cello’s earthy full-throated mist descends, water’s edge to virgin pine 
Home of haunting northern loon.

Imaginations refrain, journey’s modulating shift had begun. 

Short years later as a teenager, perched high, alone, enraptured in the 
last row of Toronto’s Massey Hall’s balcony, where one magic concert 
followed another!

Seiji Ozawa, the long-haired famed Japanese maestro fenced oxygen with 
his sabre-like baton, bringing sound reverberating potency! I was in awe 
as I inhaled uninhibited expression. Auditory eruptions, volcanic reds and 
crash, turned softly to trickling turquoise whispering quiet streams. 
Tantalizing timbre of slow adagio sent me worlds afar with counterpoint’s 
divergence, clarified in single voice, Toronto Symphony Orchestra. 

It was here I recognized the higher value of the original versus the 
replicated. Layered passionate deep versus skin’s epidermal shallow. To 
run one’s finger over a textured painting versus the slippery surface of an 
offset print. To know the hand of the artist danced there, leaving DNA 
spread across that inexact surface rather than a metal mastodon spitting 
hundreds of duplicate images an hour. To be present, touching souls 
vibration, textured strains showering senses made the ‘trade’ worthwhile. 

The ‘trade’ was endless grocery weeks of teenaged shelf-stocking, 
continuously created end-aisled tin-canned castles. This, all exchanged for 
90 moments thick with awe. 

Lest you think I am moved only by high symphonic skies, John, Paul, Ringo 
and George, the famous Fab Four, at the Gardens emblazoned with 
Canada’s blue motif, or Antonio Benedetto the painter/crooner, wailed or 
strummed personal eclectic chords into my early 60s heart. Imagination 
wandered its winding path towards my eclecticity. Syncopated jazz, big 
band swing, blues and funk, rock ’n roll’s metal wild wail, Latin rhythms’ 
steamy cadence, French cafes’ accordion tears or Gregorian chants 
echoing cathedrals ancient abutments find various place settings at my 
soul’s full table. 

Sitting mid back, silently in Paris’ Notre Dame Cathedral under its towering 
grand organ’s growl, shook me to the core. Today, a contemporary 
worship band, ancient hymn, or soft interpretation of some fresh folk or 
love song embrace my soul’s tangle of joy and melancholy. 

Each pour individual rivulets of healing, spring’s deep laden aquifer toward 
a soul’s dry and crusty recess. I am thankful for the gift of hearing and 
those that bless that sense with the wonder of music!

Radiant Wetlands   24” X 36” 




